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GREAT I AM!

reetings in the name of the
Several years ago, the late Companion Theodore James asked
me what I was doing to perpetuate my existence. This was a
profound question, and today, this question resonates with me
constantly. I have made it a personal goal to perpetuate my
existence by sharing my time, talent and resources to help my
fellow man.
The theme for this quarter’s Signet is “Advancing HRAM”. I
challenge the readers of this edition to ponder Companion
James’ question and ask yourself, “What are you doing to perpetuate or advance the principles of HRAM.
SIGNET editor, Companion Craig Stafford, has put in front
of us a very thought provoking topic. As this administration
works to advance HRAM, I think of those companions that are
no longer with us and whose shoulders we now stand upon.
I think of the current companions who selflessly support their
local and grand chapter with their time, talent and resources.
On behalf of this Grand body, I thank you for the support of
our organization. I also give thought to the members who have
yet to be exalted into this august body. It is for them, that we
continue to build bridges.
We have successfully completed our 115th Grand Convocation and I have been elected for a fourth term. Companions are
excited and chapters are gearing up for another successful year. I cannot thank each of you enough for standing tall in the face
of challenging times. We will continue to rise up to all that lies ahead. I employ all companions to stay focused and continue
to advance the mission of this grand chapter.
The grand chapter officers are traveling to the Common Wealth of the Bahamas in support of the General Conference of Grand
Chapters. We will join several other states for fellowship and to exchange ideas for the advancement of the General Conference
and its respective jurisdictions. How great it is to dwell among those who too are committed to the preservation and advancement of HRAM. We solicit your prayers for safe travel and a harmonious session.
In closing, as Holy Royal Arch Mason, we should never settle for just doing good works, but we should take such pride in
our work that we can leave a recognizable mark or signature. I am reminded of my friend who often tells me she knows her
work because it bears her mark of distinction.
So any time someone duplicates her work, she
knows it. Are we leaving a mark of our own or
simply mimicking something we do not know
ourselves?
Just a little food for thought!
Again, I commend the companions and participants in this quarter’s edition of the Signet. We
are doing more than ever before, but there is
still much more to do. Continue to labor companions, for the harvest is plentiful.
Yours in the bond of 3 x 3,
Lewis S. Thurston
12th Most Excellent Grand High Priest
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Meet the Staff

Lewis Thurston
Most Excellent High Priest

Walter P. Russell
Grand King
Mt. Horeb Chapter #94

Companion Craig Stafford
Editor
Mt. Horeb Chapter #94

Wesner Pierre
Layout & Design
Bethel Chapter #37

Stanley Lamarree
Grand Lecturer
Providence Chapter No. 113

DaRon Mosley
Grand Secretary
Mt. Horeb Chapter #94
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Most Excellent Union Grand Chapter
Holy Royal Arch Masons, Prince Hall Affiliated
State of Florida & Jurisdictions

Salutes the Office of Grand High Priest
Special thanks to all who have served!
MEGHP Lewis S. Thurston
St. James Chapter #26
(2014 – Present)

PMEGHP Henry B. Parker Jr.
St. James Chapter #26
(2009-2014)

PMEGHP Eugene C. Johnson
Carl Finerson Chapter #168
(2014)

PGGCGHP Johnny McCray PGGCGHP Charles T. Maxwell
A.J. Junius Chapter #70
(1998-2014)

A.J. Junius Chapter #70
(1990-1998)

**Fred Alexander

Mt. Pisgah Chapter #105
(1956-1984)

PMEGHP Carl Finerson

Carl Finerson Chapter #168
(2004-2009)

**Cleveland J. Mackley
Harmony Chapter #107
(1986-1990)

**John G. Riley

St. James Chapter #26
(1902-1956)

**Carey P. Bentley
C.P. Bentley #116
(1985)

**Reuben S. Mitchell
(1897-1902)

**Deceased
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The Raptured Ones

Mastering Your Spiritual Practice is the Key to Advancement

I formally welcome you to this issue of The SIGNET, propagating the advancement of Holy Royal Arch Ma-

sonry. It is the hope of the newsletter team for you to be inspired to propel, project and proclaim HRAM in your
own unique way.

Funny how you can come up with a theme and yet be perplexed about its content. I guess I found myself in a perplexed state because I did not want to write about something humdrum or that was not revelatory. After much
consideration, I decided to do an exposé on the infamous RAPTURE.
As I began to research the subject, I noticed there was a rapture motif hidden throughout the Holy Bible. I knew
this was something special, but to top it off I found another hidden gem. Each of the “Raptured Ones” had an
extremely close relationship with Deity. They practiced spiritual sciences of their ancestors that lead them to a
raptured state of advanced existence.
With this finding, I was able to formulate the article you now have before you. The title “The Raptured Ones:
Mastering Your Spiritual Practice is the Key to Advancement” incites one question in particular. Did they get so
knowledgeable (perfect state of spiritual practice) that God had no other choice but to take them?
As you digest this epistle, I want you to ponder the following scripture in conjunction with the others.
“And the LORD God said, Behold, the man is become as one of us, to know good and evil…” – Genesis 3:22

What is a Rapture?
In Christian eschatology the rapture refers to the controversial “predicted” end time event when all Christian
believers—living and resurrected dead—will rise into the sky and join Christ for eternity.

What is a Motif?
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A recurring theme.

Raptures Biblically Defined
Instant Transformation of the Living
“It will happen in a moment, in the blink of an eye, when the last trumpet is blown. For when the trumpet
sounds, those who have died will be raised to live forever. And we who are living will also be transformed” – 1
Cor. 15:52
Commentary: This scripture account gives a specific happening/event that will signal a rapture.
Instant Transportation of the Living
“Then we who are alive and remain will be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the
air, and so we shall always be with the Lord” – 1 Thess. 4:17
Commentary: This scripture account gives a specific location or one of the places the raptured will go.
The two aforementioned scriptures when combined uncovers a spiritual secret that a person is transformed and
transported simultaneously and instantly when raptured.

Raptures Personally Defined
A rapture is a fast track to an advance state of spiritual existence. I view it as one of the highest honors given by
the Grand Artificer.

Old Testament Raptures
RAPTURE 1 SCRIPTURE – ENOCH:
“And Enoch walked with God: and he was not; for God took him” – Genesis 5:24
ENOCH’S SPIRITUAL PRACTICE:
Based on Biblical telling, Enoch continued a very sacred tradition taught by Adam and Eve. He advanced in
knowledge so much that he discovered and initiated into what I call the “Rapture Degree.” The practice included
two rituals:
1.
Walking with God - Communing with God while you take a physical walk or meditatively
imaging yourself walking
2.
Walk at a specific time of day and at a certain temperature.
“And they heard the voice of the LORD God walking in the garden in the cool of the day: and Adam and his wife
hid themselves from the presence of the LORD God amongst the trees of the garden. And the LORD God called unto
Adam, and said unto him, Where art thou?” – Genesis 3:8-9
This practice is also known as Brahma Muhurta, which literally mean “The Creator’s Hour” – the time before
sunrise and is considered an auspicious time for all practices of yoga and most appropriate for meditation.
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RAPTURE 2 – ELIJAH:
“As they were walking along and talking together, suddenly a chariot of fire and horses of fire appeared and separated the two of them, and Elijah went up to heaven in a whirlwind.” – 2 Kings 2:11
ELIJAH’S SPIRITUAL POSITION:
Sacred text informs us, Elijah was Chief Prophet among the Sons of Prophets.
“And when the sons of the prophets which were to view at Jericho saw him, they said, The spirit of Elijah doth
rest on Elisha. And they came to meet him, and bowed themselves to the ground before him” – 2 Kings 2:15
ELIJAH’S SPIRITUAL PRACTICE:
The prophets studied how to perform miracles through ritualistic work. Calling forth fire was one of Elijah’s
specialties and he was raptured by fire as well. Elijah, too, was initiated into the “Rapture Degree”. Specifically,
rapture of wind and fire. The practice included two rituals:
1.
2.

Sacrifice of bullocks
Prayer

“Then said Elijah unto the people, I, even I only, remain a prophet of the LORD; but Baal’s prophets are four
hundred and fifty men. Let them therefore give us two bullocks; and let them choose one bullock for themselves,
and cut it in pieces, and lay it on wood, and put no fire under: and I will dress the other bullock, and lay it on
wood, and put no fire under: And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on the name of the LORD:
and the God that answereth by fire, let him be God. And all the people answered and said, It is well spoken…
O LORD, hear me, that this people may know that thou art the LORD God, and that thou hast turned their heart
back again. Then the fire of the LORD fell, and consumed the burnt sacrifice…” – 1 Kings 18:25-38

New Testament Raptures
RAPTURE 1 – APOSTLE PAUL’S FRIEND:
“I know a man in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third heaven. Whether it was in the body
or out of the body I do not know--God knows” – 2 Cor. 12:2
Commentary: This scripture account gives a very detailed location as to what type of heaven. The Third heaven is
thought to be a “perfected earth” or Paradise.
APOSTLE PAUL’S FRIEND SPIRITUAL PRACTICE:
While scripture does not give detail information about Pail’s friend, we can speculate his spiritual practice based
on Paul’s spiritual practice. In Paul’s earlier life, he was a part of the Sanhedrin Council – a council enforcing
religious law and ritual customs to obtain perfection.
1.

Raptured through intelligence/enlightenment

“I am verily a man which am a Jew, born in Tarsus, a city in Cilicia, yet brought up in this city at the feet of Gamaliel, and taught according to the perfect manner of the law of the fathers, and was zealous toward God, as ye all
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are this day” – Acts 22:3
“Then stood there up one in the council, a Pharisee, named Gamaliel, a doctor of the law, had in reputation
among all the people…” - Acts 5:34
RAPTURE 2 – BABY JESUS:
“And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet,
and upon her head a crown of twelve stars: And she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be

delivered” – Revelations 12:1-2
THE 2ND COMING SPIRITUAL PRACTICE:
The scripture reference of the 2nd Coming of Christ conceals a deeply hidden truth.
“And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up
unto God, and to his throne” – Revelations 12:5
The words “all nations” is alluding a universal religion – a religion that sheds Light upon all (Christ birthed
from a woman of the sun, moon and stars). This universal religion will be a hybrid of spiritual and scientific as
expressed with the words “rule all nations with a rod of iron.”
1.
2.

Rod = Spiritual symbol
Iron = Scientific/Industrial symbol

Whew, that was a lot! However, a necessary article and one I thoroughly enjoyed composing. May the God of
Light be with you now, henceforth and evermore. And may your advancement take you to heights unknown.
‘Till next time…
By Companion Craig Napoleon Stafford
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College of Royal Arch Masonry
Nothing Can Stop Greatness
By: Elton L. Lewis, Ph.D.
It was on January 9, 2015 that the much-anticipated reinvigoration of the College of Royal Arch Masonry finally
came to reality. The Grand High Priest had a vision and regardless what others may have thought or said, he was
going to see his vision through. This day, at what some thought would be just another routine York Rite Workshop, would be the culmination of dreaming and planning. Many were skeptical though. One might say there
were more questions than answers about the success of a program that had been dormant for well over a decade.
Why do it now? What is the point? Will it even be successful? Haven’t we been down this road before? But like
all great things, its arrival was as inevitable as the sun’s daily accent on the horizon.
Led by newly appointed Dean of the College, Dr. Elton Lewis and his team of unmatched professional educators,
the College of Royal Arch Masonry began with great fanfare and excitement. Companions raved about how now
they had options and could cater their learning to their own liking. There was new-found youthful excitement
amongst those in attendance and envy from those relegated to hearing about how great it was. Some 93 Companions registered on the very first day and a total of 7 courses were offered. The College was off to a great start,
but no one could imagine the places it would go!
In June of 2015, the College of Royal Arch was introduced to the General Conference of Grand Chapters of
Holy Royal Arch Masons in Nashville, Tennessee, giving it an international stage and the ear of every Grand
High Priest in Prince Hall freemasonry. This 30-minute presentation would be the catalyst of something almost
revolutionary in Royal Arch Masonry. The College now would be become a sought-after commodity within the
community of Grand Chapters, but would be imitated and replicated in many other houses of masonry as well.
The College now boasts some 22 courses having been taught face-to-face, 16 courses provided online, almost
200 registered students, and 19 current graduates with their Associates degree. Most impressive is the inclusion
of eleven different jurisdictions participating in the College. The Jurisdiction of Kentucky went as far as to have
the Dean of the College provide an orientation for the entire jurisdiction at their Grand Convocation via webcast. The momentum and excitement about the College is spreading like wildfire.
In just 2 and a half short years, the College has truly exceeded all expectation and has become the preeminent
program with all of capitular freemasonry. What does the future have in store for the College of Royal Arch Masonry? One can only expect more of the same…greatness. With receptive students and a continued utilization of
widely-acclaimed instructors, the sky is truly the limit for what it to come.
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Are you ready for the Hurricane season by the Grand Chapter’s Disaster Committee?
To God be the glory for the good things he has done.
Companions and Heroines, it is June and in the state of Florida that means it is the beginning of hurricane season. Hurricanes and Tropical Storms are not something you plan for when it happens. If you fail to plan you plan
to fail and the Grand Chapter and Grand Court do not want any members or family members to be hurt, lose a
love one or suffer damage that could be prevented.
We have put together a very detailed plan with you in mind. Please go to the link provided below. Read and take
action! Where are your important documents stored? Are they in reach and in one place, medical prescriptions,
emergency kit, flash lights, batteries, and matches. Because you have not been to a meeting for a while you are
not familiar with the new leadership. They may not have your contact info so call and let them know your status.
Make sure you have updated your address with the chapter or court and the list goes on. In case of danger, where
are you going, and what about the pets (dogs, cats) when you in a rush?
In order prevent additional stress start now by writing a check list and put it in a easy to reach location. Remember to read it often and keep it up to date. The life you save may be your own.
There is so much more info, and each of you are so important to us that we ask that you take a few minutes
read, (the info at the link), discuss it at meetings offer assistance where possible and as one body we will climb
to higher heights.
PHP Christopher Johnson Chairperson
A.W. Franklin Chapter #118
God Bless Be safe
Yours in the Bond
3X3

Click Here for the: Florida Masonic Hurricane Plan
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Instructions for Advancement:
The advancement of Holy Royal Arch Masonry begins with a purpose. While each of
us may have our own purpose for joining the
order; whether it is growth, self-interest, wisdom, knowledge, or just basic curiosity. We
all present a stone to be fashioned and made
ready for a specific purpose.
TIP ONE: KNOW THE TRUE PURPOSE
Uniting as One
Each of us represent not only our own stone
but also a temple and builder. We are also the
Masters assisting others to make themselves
ready. Whatever purpose we had as individuals came together and merged into one
through membership. With love, we unite to
form a whole and as a whole, we represent
that house not made with hands. Considering
this house not made with hands, we know it
is not a physical house and all the tools used
are invisible, but we ascribe physical objects
to represent them.
TIP TWO: DEVELOP TRUE CHARACTER
Holy Characteristics
With growth the none-physical tools or ideas
can be ascribe with symbolic colors, which
are the characteristics we should aim for as
Holy Royal Arch Masons.
Characteristic One, Blue – The Color of
Friendship
As Free and Accepted Masons, friendship is
a core element. Whether we are of the same
Lodge or encounter a Brother travelling from
afar, we know our generosity should be of a
friendly kind.
The same is true for Holy Royal Arch Masons because we invite our friends who are
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in search of truth and further Light. With Friendship we attempt to weed out all those who are not acting in
accordance to its precept of holiness by the charge of “To lay aside all malice, and all guile, hypocrisies, envies,
and all evil speaking” (1 Peter 2:1). Psalm 34: 11-16 accompanies this, which teaches us how to fear the Lord
from the beginning of our journey to its end as Holy Royal Arch Mason’s. Friendship was considered to be
universal (World Wide) along with benevolence (well-meaning kindness).
Characteristic Two, Purple –A Color Mixture of Benevolence (Blue) and Zeal (Red)
Mixture of universal friendship/benevolence (blue) and fervency/zeal (red), which teaches us to cultivate (to
develop) and improve (to make or become better at) universal harmony amongst ourselves (HRAM’s) and our
brothers of the craft (Blue Lodge). Our friendships should be nurtured with great energy or enthusiasm.
Characteristic Three, Red - The Color of Fervency
Fervency (A warm and intense feeling) and Zeal (great energy or enthusiasm in pursuit of a cause). This color
described as a passion, is one who has a warm passion toward a pursuit or a cause. From the very beginning of
our entrance into the craft we learned in order to serve, we must do it with freedom (free will), fervency and
zeal for that we were about to undertake. This is especially true for all our officers and members; we should all
be enthusiastic toward any cause we undertake.
Characteristic Four, White – The Color of Purity
When we speak of white, we are not speaking about the pigment of our skin, which varies by several degrees,
but white that represent Light - described as all that is good.
This color symbolizes a pure heart and rectitude of conduct. A pure heart (without malice, treachery, or evil intent, honest, sincere, guileless.) will be blessed. We are informed “Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall
see God” (Matthew 5:8). The rectitude of conduct (the quality or state of being straight and moral integrity in
a way or manner a person behaves or act.) is essential before we enter the Sanctum Sanctorum or the symbolic
Holy of Holies.
TIP THREE: RECOGNIZE TRUE ATTRIBUTES FOR ADVANCEMENT
We, Like the Prism are Multi-purposed by Design
If we place Light in a prism, we can see that it displays all colors of the rainbow. Therefore, white or light represent all the elements that are considered good, true, and pure.
In summary, advancing Holy Royal Arch Masonry is the advancement of self as a single stone being prepared
to be part of an edifice not made with hands; accompanied with learnt friends who are Brothers; who are
readily to give as you are ready to receive. The advancement is to take a friend by the hand who seeks further
instruction or Light in Freemasonry and exalt him to the wide rays of the color spectrum before him.
By Companion Stanley Lamarre
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Health & Wellness
Companion Christopher J Scott, MD., FACEP, FAAEM
Dr. Scott is a companion of Bethel Chapter #37 Holy Royal Arch Masons in Orlando Florida. He is currently the Medical Director to open facility at Poinciana Medical
Center. He is also serving as Chief of Staff for Poinciana in Poinciana, FL. Dr. Scott has
received many awards and recognition’s. He was named Best Emergency Room Director
in 2015 by Emcare South Eastern Division.

Community Involvement

2012 Florida Department of Health Dengue Task Force
2011 ADA/Prince Hall Shriners Diabetic Initiative
2008-09 Health Care Sponsor for Heart of Apopka Foundation
2008 Shriners of North and South America
2007 Jupiter Lodge #22 PHA F&AM, Orlando Florida
2005- Emergency Medicine Volunteer @ Cornwall Regional Hospital, Montego Bay JA, WI
2003 Griffin-Jordan sponsored fundraisers for the underserved of S.W. Ga
2000 Grady Memorial Health Fair; Grady Memorial Hospital; Health Examiner:
Provide wellness examinations for the underserved population of Atlanta.		
1999- ACLS instruction for Medical Students, Nurses, EMT=s and Paramedics
1997 First Step Youth Seminars; Howard University: Premedical High School

Awards

2015 Best Emergency Room Director, Emcare South Eastern Division
2015 Most Improved ED, Emcare South Eastern Division
2015 Best ED Metrics, Emcare South Eastern Division
2000 National Medical Association Research Merit Award
1997 Eastern Student Research Forum Winner
1996 Outstanding Medical Student Researcher, Howard University
1996 Pfizer Research Fellowship Award
1996 Bristol Myers-Squibb Academic Medicine Fellow
1996 National Medical Academic Medicine Fellow
1995 Leon McKinney Class of 1947 Scholarship
1994, 95 National Medical Fellowship
1992 Howard University Board of Trustees Scholarship
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High Blood Pressure - A Silent Killer
One in every four adults -- some 50 million people in the
USA alone -- have high blood pressure. But many people are unaware that they have the condition.
Untreated hypertension increases the risk of heart disease and
stroke. These are the first and third commonest causes of death
in the USA. Hypertension can also damage the kidneys and increase the risk of blindness and dementia. That is why hypertensionis referred to as a “silent killer.”
Everyone is at risk from high blood pressure. However, the elderly tend to have a different hypertension profile compared
with younger people, according to the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute (NHLBI), which is part of the National Institutes
of Health (NIH).
It is important to raise our collective consciousness of a particular type of high blood pressure known as isolated systolic hypertension(ISH).
Systolic pressure is the first number in a blood pressure reading
and is an indicator of blood pressure when the heart contracts.
The second number, the diastolic pressure, reflects pressure
when the heart relaxes between beats.
In the past, many doctors diagnosed high blood pressure based on diastolic pressure, the smaller number. However, new
research suggests that systolic pressure is a much better indicator of hypertension, particularly in the elderly.
Diastolic pressure increases up to age 55 and then tends to decline, according to the NHLBI. On the other hand, systolic
pressure continues to increase with age and is an important determinant of elevated blood pressure in middle-aged and older
adults. While any pressure above 140/90 is considered elevat- ed, about 65% of people with hypertension who are over age
60 have ISH.
High blood pressure interacts with other major risk factors such as diabetes and high levels of cholesterol to amplify the risk
of heart attack and stroke. Changes in lifestyle can therefore help us achieve blood pressure goals. Other recommendations
are as follows here:
Don’t ignore your systolic pressure. If you’re middle-aged or older, the systolic is a better blood pressure indicator than diastolic of
your risk of heart disease and stroke. Blood pressure at all ages should be kept below 140/90. Treatment for hypertension
must begin early to prevent organ damage -- whatever be your age. In persons with diabetes, blood pressure should be kept
below 130/85, and in those with kidney failure and heart failure, at the lowest level possible.
Christopher J. Scott, M.D., FACEP, FAAEM
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A Strategic Plan for Growth: Phase by Phase
Page 14

PHASE ONE
Strategic Plan Onsight
A Strategic Plan for Growth: Phase by Phase consists of four (4) phases and four (4) priorities that
will catapult your organization to greatness.
Strategic Plan Objective
The objective of this plan is to expand the meaning, significance and functional operation of Holy
Royal Arch Masonry within chapters and the manifestation of the same within the guidelines and
governing principles established by the Most Excellent Union Grand Chapter and its attendant
affiliations and responsibilities.
Strategic Plan Outlook
This strategic plan is in no way a replacement for established rules, practices, dictates or edicts
established for the operation of chapters. Specifically, it is a plan to fulfill some specific goals within
a three to five year period.
Strategic Plan Overview
The plan addresses four areas (see list and descriptions below). Within each one, there should be
responsible individuals and or teams to facilitate the proposed set of actions.
PHASE TWO
Strategic Plan Assessment
Documented assessment of progress towards set deadlines or goals must be the accepted method by
which implementation of ideas/mandates are judged.
Strategic Plan Accountability
This plan should include a before and after survey, prepared by each chapter, consisting of a list of
questions that a chapter can ask itself to judge its performance and allow for its improvement.
PHASE THREE
Strategic Plan Leadership
Each of the four areas will have a designated companion for the implementation phase of the plan
who is to be the primary expert responsible for its termination, expansion or directional change.
Strategic Plan Leadership Statement
A successful operation is tied to the success of the individual parts, as is also true of all of its individual companions. The necessity to collectively participate in brotherly competition directed at
bringing groups together, although of varied backgrounds, to accomplish common goals is healthy.
Strategic Plan Leadership Measurement
This strategic plan can be tested for its success as we measure the outcome of its four strategic priorities. Moreover, it can be the beginning of chapter reorganization and push to be more involved in
our beloved order. This is its primary intent.
PHASE FOUR
Strategic Plan Innovation
As such the plan must be periodically updated, and must be inclusive. In going forward new ideas
can be added for consideration, such as those shown below.
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PRIORITY ONE

PRIORITY TWO

Establishing priorities. Rationale –
What must be done to accomplish
our goals and objectives as chapters or districts has to involve an
assessment of needs, necessities,
just “do its”, wastes and the reality
of those in the responsibilities of
the unit in question. Hence, prioritization is a must. Because of the
nature of this act of prioritization,
and outside of what is mandated,
the unit must decide upon a path
to success; such a path has to have
a timetable and timelines and
should be guided by individuals
who are responsible for each of
the prioritized items. The content
of the list must include the four
factors, and someone has to be
responsible for the four (4) phases.
contained in this strategic plan
but other relevant items can be
included, such as:
• Correction of irregularities in
chapter functioning.
• Responsibilities to the governing
bodies.
• Preparation for events and occurrences.
• Adhering to schedules.
• Competitions.
• Review of financial holdings and
expectations.
• Attendance to increasing regional and statewide meetings.
• Establishing our brand for success.
• Dues and dues structure.
• Advancement in the craft.

Membership Expansion and Building
Membership expansion and building
on positive companion relationships.
Rationale - Without compromising the
high standards expected of individuals within the Royal Arch Masonry
it is hereby put forward that there is
a need to increase and retain viable
membership and to provide means and
opportunities where all companions
are able to commune within an understanding and comfort of that which we
have been taught and are expected to
demonstrate one towards another.
Goal Priority 1
• Increase chapter membership by 25%
(no less than 3 companions) per year
for the next five years.
Initiatives
• Improve recruitment efforts.
• Demonstrate successful chapter programs and operations.
• Initiate and sustain joint projects
with blue lodge.
• Publicize starting dates for classes
along with personal invitations.
• Improve retention of members for
five or more year after exaltation.
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PRIORITY THREE

Culture of Cooperativeness
Chapter’s cooperativeness within a culture of translational service. Rationale
-Since there are more than one chapters
in close vicinity to each other and even
in an entire region, joint programs can be
developed which address common problems or opportunities. Such involvement
should not only address the problem or
opportunity in its immediacy, but attempt
to shed light on how the outcome of companions’ interaction would help the community at large or can be translated into
a more expansive, long range operation.
This could result in the establishment of a
Brand for that service or project.
Goal Priority 1
• Establish a chapter plan to go forward
with cooperative programs with other
chapters
Initiatives
• Select a chapter liaison to carry out the
plan.
• Reach out to other chapter’s High
Priests to formulate and reciprocate ideas
for community interaction.
• Promote inter chapter general meetings
(Create cooperativeness between the
group).
Goal Priority 2
• Choose up to two joint projects yearly
• Facilitate a greater amount of interac- for attention.
tion opportunities for companions that • Choose an idea like the “The Traveling
Gavel” to bring chapters together.
would stimulate the Ideas of a continuous bond beyond the regular meeting Goal Priority 2
• Choose the one operation by which colsessions.
laborative effort could feasibly address…
on a continuous or yearly basis, because
Initiatives
of its community value, its wide range of
• Organize a bimonthly time to meet
with companions that goes beyond the applicability, local and or national importance, and possibly recognition potential.
official monthly meeting.
• Invite a companion to your church
Initiatives
on a regular basis.
• Conduct joint chapter surveys
• Saturday movie Family Day.
• Create a drop box for new ideas to be • Initiate a community search
deposited and plan to incorporate one • Organize a planning day to deal with
only this item
of the ideas per month. For example;
• Perform a national analysis of commuwe have JERIMAIH SUGGESTION
nity projects activity guide
BOX.
• Establish a theme for recognition
• Red Tie 5th Sunday.
• Perform periodic assessment of progress

PRIORITY FOUR
Capital Improvement
Capital improvement. Rationale – Fiscal solvency is a matter of high respect within a culture of economic responsibility. Growth and development, other than that attributable to religious and/or socio-public affiliations
is fortified by capital. The amount that is “on hand” readily affects the amount that can be given, invested, spent
and donated. Continuous improvement in this aspect of operations makes for a better outcome. Indeed the act
of presenting, receiving and rewarding our marks as a chapter is qualified by our financial status as we render
assistance in any form.
Goal Priority 1
•
Set a reachable financial goal outside of chapter responsibilities to be attained in three to five years.
Initiatives
•
Perform a detailed chapter financial audit.
•
Have a goal oriented discussion on solvency and what it would take to reach yearly, levels
•
Invite financial expert conversation.
•
Assessment as to progress towards goal.
•
Encourage freedom in an advancement contribution drive.
•
Be transparent.
•
Reinvesting in the chapter.
NEW IDEAS TO CONSIDER
1.
Annual recognition for the best new idea.
2.
Recognition for the best service program
3.
The use of the Grand Lodge Foundation
4.
The MEUGC “Shoe Drive”
5.
Establish a high priest council locally
Credit – Dr. Maurice Holder – St. James #26, Secretary.
Now Dr. Holder is the Scribe of said chapter.
Written October 2015
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Jurisdiction News & Events
Photos from Zerubabel Day, Zone 2, Zone 3 Visitation in Miami, Grand Session Installations, REJ Scholarship
Banquet in Melbourne
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General Conference Grand Chapters
Holy Royal Arch Masons, PHA
United States and Bahamas Inc
59th Annual Grand Conference
June 30, 2017, through July 5, 2017
Nassau, New Providence Bahamas
Most Excellent Leslie M Dean Sr. of Common Wealth of Bahamas; General Grand High Priest
Congratulations to the newly 2017/2018 elected conference officers:
Most Excellent James V. Blake of SC, General Grand High Priest
Damon P. Anderson, Sr, of IL; Deputy General Grand High Priest
Medford J. Campbell, Jr, of MD; General Grand King
Nathaniel Degraffinreaidt if NC; General Grand Scribe
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Most Excellent Union Grand Chapter
Holy Royal Arch Masons  Prince Hall Affiliated  State of Florida & Jurisdictions
May 22, 2017

Lewis S. Thurston, KYCH

Yet now be strong, O Zerubbabel, saith the Lord; and be strong, O Joshua, son of Josedech, the
high priest; and be strong, all ye people of the land, saith the Lord, and work: for I am with you,
saith the Lord of hosts:
Haggai 2:4

Most Excellent Grand High Priest

Lewis S. Thurston Testimonial Info Letter-01

Enoch Mobley, KYCH

Rt. Ex. Deputy Grand High Priest

Walter P. Russell, KYCH
Rt. Ex. Grand King

Dr. Elton L. Lewis, KYCH
Rt. Ex. Grand Scribe

Peter Burton, KYCH

Greetings All
I take this opportunity to inform you of particulars leading up to the spectacular Testimonial
Banquet for our 12th Most Excellent Grand High Priest Lewis S. Thurston, KYCH. We are
looking for the Masonic Family, Shriners, Relatives, Co-Workers, Friends, Etc. to all be a part of
this Testimonial Banquet and to show your appreciation to MEGHP Thurston in your own unique
way.

Rt. Ex. Grand Treasurer

DaRon Mosley

Rt. Ex. Grand Secretary

Date and Time:

April 16, 2018

Banquet Color Scheme:

Red, White, Gold

Banquet Ticket Cost:

General Public

6:30 PM – 10:00 PM

Rev. Ernest L. Powell
Rt. Ex. Grand Chaplain

Lynwood Loper, KYCH

2018 Convocation Registered Companions – Ticket Cost
included in your Registration cost

Grand Chair of Foreign
Correspondence

Souvenir Journal Ad Cost:
O UR M ISSION
• P rom ote Pr ince H al l
A ffil iated H ol y Roy al
A rch M asonry
th r ou gh out Fl or ida and
its Jur isdiction.
• Encourag e and pr actice
th e spir itual concepts
of h ar m ony , peace,
l ov e, and unity w ith in
th e order.
• P rov ide educational ,
fraternal , and
b enev ol ent assistance
to our m emb er s
• Disbur se ch ar ity to th e
l ess for tunate in ou r
society .”

$45.00

B/W ½ Page - $50.00; B/W Full Page $100.00;
Color ½ Page - $65.00; Color Full Page $125.00;
Inside Rear Cover (Color Only) - 200.00
Outside Rear Cover (Color Only) - 200.00

Please make your check payable to “LST Testimonial.” On the check memo line, include
either of the following terms:
• Testimonial Tickets;
• Testimonial Ads;
• Testimonial Donation
Mail all testimonial funds to:
Rt. Ex. DaRon Mosley, G Secretary.
876 Westport Dr.
Rockledge, FL 32955

Yours in the bond of 3 x 3,

Right Excellent Enoch Mobley, KYCH, Deputy Grand High Priest
1802 Airport Blvd., Melbourne, FL 32901 321-373-5216 emobley@cfl.rr.com  www.hramflpha.org

HYATT REGENCY JACKSONVILLE RIVERFRONT
225 East Coastline Drive Jacksonville, Florida, USA, 32202
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Save the Date
2018 York Rite Weekend
Featuring the Annual Statewide Exaltation
To the Deputy Grand High Priest Enoch Mobley, Grand King Walter Russell,
Grand Scribe Elton Lewis, Grand Treasurer Peter Burton, Grand Secretary Daron
Mosley, Rev. Ernest Powell, Grand Chaplain, Past Most Excellent Grand High
Priests, Past Grand High Priests, Excellent High Priests, Kings, Scribes,
Treasurers, Secretaries, All Grand and Local Appointed Officers and Companions,
Are we beginning to commend ourselves again? Or do we need, like some
people, letters of recommendation to you or from you? You yourselves are
our letter, written on our hearts, known and read by everyone. You show
that you are a letter from Christ, the result of our ministry, written not
with ink but with the Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone but on
tablets of human hearts. - 2 Corinthian 3:1-3

Greetings
May the Spirit of the living God continue to dwell within your HEART! Your
support of this Grand Chapter has been awesome as evident by the increase
attendance at our workshops and the growth within your local chapter. We have
had two major storms to impact our state, but God has allowed us to continue to
make progress. Continue to spread the oil of joy with one another and the Lord will
continue to shower us with his blessing.

January 4-7, 2018
Host Hotel
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Jacksonville Riverfront
1201 Riverplace Blvd, Jacksonville, FL 32207
Phone: (904) 398-8800
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Most Excellent Union Grand Chapter  Holy Royal Arch Masons  Prince Hall Affiliated
State of Florida & Jurisdictions
Post Office Box 14562, Tallahassee, FL 32317 850.879.1894
Lewis.Thurston@gmail.com  www.hramflpha.org

June 20, 2017

Lewis S. Thurston, KYCH

And the LORD answered me, and said, “Write the vision, and make it plain upon tables,
that he may run that readeth it.” -Habakkuk 2:2
Greetings:

M.E. Grand High Priest

Our 2017 Annual Grand Convocation of the Most Excellent Union Grand Chapter Holy
Royal Arch Masons of Florida and Jurisdictions, P.H.A. was a tremendous success and
Rt. Ex. Deputy Grand High Priest
we are off to an exciting fourth and final term. I am grateful for your continued statewide
support. Together we have proven we can move forward and will continue to do more.
Walter Russell, KYCH
Enoch Mobley, KYCH

Rt. Ex. Grand King

Dr. Elton Lewis, KYCH
Rt. Ex. Grand Scribe

Peter Burton, KYCH

Rt. Ex. Grand Treasurer

DaRon Mosley,

Rt. Ex. Grand Secretary

Rev. Ernest Powell

Rt. Ex. Grand Chaplain

Lynwood Loper, KYCH
Grand Chair of Foreign
Correspondence

O UR M ISSION
 Promote Prince Hall
Affiliated Holy Royal
Arch Masonry
throughout Florida
and its Jurisdiction.
 Encourage and
practice the spiritual
concepts of harmony,
peace, love, and unity
within the order.
 Provide educational,
fraternal, and
benevolent assistance
to our members
 Disburse charity to
the less fortunate in
our society.”

By the prerogative of the Most Excellent Union Grand Chapter, Holy Royal Arch Masons
of Florida, P.H.A., and with the support of the “Great I AM”, I, Lewis S. Thurston, 12th
Most Excellent Grand High Priest, call all elected Excellent High Priest, District Deputy
Grand High Priest, Assistant District Deputy Grand High Priest, District Grand Instructors,
Assistant District Grand Instructors and all other elected and or appointed Grand
Chapter Officers to be present on Friday and Saturday, September 8-9, 2017, at the
Grand East, 410 North Broad Street, Jacksonville, FL 32202 for the third Deputies and
High Priest Retreat.
The theme for this retreat is “Celebrating the Challenges”.

LODGING:: The Double Tree Hotel at Jacksonville Riverside is the host hotel
and located at 1201 Riverplace Blvd, Jacksonville, FL 32207. Room rates are
$92.00 for King or Double per night plus the appropriate tax. Reservations must
be secured by a major credit card. You should make your reservations directly
with the hotel by calling (904) 398-8800.
Reservation cut-off date is August 13, 2017. (After August 13, 2017, reservation
request are confirmed on guestroom and convention rate availability. If the rate is
not available, the prevailing hotel rate will apply.) Book your reservation under
our group name, “Heriones of Jericho”. We are expecting a large attendance,
so make your reservation early.
REGISTRATION: Advance registration is $75.00. Registration will include a reception
on Friday after the King and Queen Contest; and access to the HRAM and HOJ
Appreciation dinner on Saturday night. If you do not plan to attend the dinner then
Advance registration is $35.00.
Deadline for registration is September 1, 2017. All exempt members are asked to pay
$45.00 for the cost of their dinner on Saturday night if planning to attend. The High
Priest, King and Scribe are asked to register whether in attendance ($35) or not ($75).
Life members can submit a proxy for registration. On-site registration is $75.00 and
you are not guaranteed a dinner ticket. In addition to the required officers, all
companions are welcome to register and attend this year retreat. Again “Let us
Celebrate”.

Returning to the basics of Rededication, Education and Particip ation; not problems, but solutions.
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Registration should be sent directly to the Grand Chapter Secretary, DaRon Mosley at P.O. Box 561416, Rockledge,
FL 32956. Please use the enclosed registration form. Make check or money order payable to the M.E.U.G.C. There will
be a $37 fee on any return check.
PRIESTHOOD DEGREE: All newly elected High Priests are required to be present in order to receive the priesthood
degree. The Past Grand High Priest Council and Past Excellent High Priests will confer this degree on Saturday,
September 8, 2016, beginning at 11: 00 AM. There is a $40 fee require for the Priesthood Degree. This fee is a chapter
expense and the check should be made payable to M.E.U.G.C. This fee is separate from your advance or onsite
registration.
HEROINES OF JERICHO MID-YEAR WORKSHOP: The retreat weekend is also the mid-year workshop for all
Heroines and Heroes. Providing you are not a high priest, king, scribe or deputy, all Joshua’s are asked to register with the
heroines and not your chapter.
KING’S CONTEST: The annual King and Queen Contest will take place on Friday, September 8, 2017 at 7 PM.
The king contestants are asked to report their monies on or before 4 PM, September 8, 2017 to Grand Scribe Elton Lewis
or the Grand Secretary. The winner of the king contest will have an opportunity to represent the jurisdiction at the 2018
General Conference King Contest. Each district deputy is responsible for ensuring that his district is represented and a
minimum of $500 is reported. Dress for the event is all black for the companion.
DRESS: Friday’s dress code is causal with optional Dickies or Royal Arch Polo (Red or White). Saturday morning is
Polo shirt (Red or Black) and dark slacks with regalia. Saturday night is semi-formal without regalia. To purchase or
reserve a Polo shirt contact the grand secretary.

As we continue upon our journey, I will again employ all members to continue to align themselves with the
vision. For it is written: Where there is no vision, the people perish: but he that keepeth the law, happy is he. Proverbs 29:18
In closing, please continue to pray for me as I pray for you. The breast plate outwardly teaches us that as Jesus is
our heavenly High Priest and we are constantly in his heart when He stands before the FATHER and on His mind
constantly is HOLINESS TO THE LORD.
This communication is to be read during a meeting before the Retreat Weekend and a copy made available to each
member via email or regular mail. Failure to make each member aware of this communication is unacceptable.

Yours in the bond of 3 x 3,

Attested:

Lewis S. Thurston

DaRon L. Mosley

Lewis S. Thurston
Most Excellent Grand High Priest

DaRon L. Mosley
Right Excellent Grand Secretary
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